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Feedback
The Manitoba Muslim would like to
hear from its readers! If you have any
comments, suggestions or if you’d
like to advertise in this newsletter
please contact us at:

editorialboard@miaonline.org

Friday Prayer
Locations
MIA Grand Mosque
2445 Waverley St.
256-1347
MIA St. Vital Mosque
247 Hazelwood Ave.
254-3979
Winnipeg Central Mosque
715 Ellice Ave.
783-6797
University of Manitoba
Education Building, main floor
Health Science Center
820 Sherbrook St.
Room 215
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Editorial
At the conclusion of Ramadan, we feel the joy of Eid
and of the accomplishment of fasting during this blessed
month. We join with our families in the Eid prayer,
exchange Eid greetings and presents and make every
effort to enjoy this day that Allaah has dedicated for
rejoicing and celebration.
Allah (SWT) in His mercy and wisdom instituted
the celebrations of the Muslim at the conclusion of
monumental acts of worship and obedience. Fasting is
one such act of devotion by which we show our gratitude
and thankfulness to Allah for all of the mercies and
blessings that he has bestowed on us.
We also could not ignore the challenge of fasting
Ramadan in the summer of the northern hemisphere.
Yet despite this hardship, we had brethern in Pakistan
“fasting” continuously for days because their belongings
were swept away by the rage of the monsoons and the
arm of relief had not reached them yet. The story of one
Pakistani, who despite being aware of the permissibility
of breaking his fast in those circumstances was very
inspiring when he said: “I will not disobey my Lord”.
Such unwavering commitment in the face of relentless
suffering is cause for us to take a moment and reflect on
what we have, and how much more we can do.

Words of
Revelation
Qur’aan
“O YOU who have attained to faith! No men shall
deride [other] men: it may well be that those [whom
they deride] are better than themselves; and no women
[shall deride other] women: it may well be that those
[whom they deride] are better than themselves. [12]
And neither shall you defame one another, nor insult
one another by [opprobrious] epithets: evil is all
imputation of iniquity after [one has attained to] faith;
[13] and they who [become guilty thereof and] do not
repent - it is they, they who are evil doers!”
Surah Al-Hujurat (49) verse 11 (Translation M. Asad)

At the same time, we cannot and must not forget our
non-Muslim brethren who also face hardship in places
like China and other parts of the world where natural
disasters and calamity have struck. How we responded
during this month of discipline and training reflects our
personal and communal jihad. We Muslims have had
to be extra careful during Ramadan that we did not just
achieve “hunger and thirst” as we have been warned by
Allah that fasting is more than abstaining from food and
drink. Have we made every effort to enhance our taqwa?
Did we capitalize on the opportunities that we had to
show our understanding of what Allaah expects of us?
And what of our Muslim ummah here in Manitoba?
A bird’s eye view of Eid prayer in Winnipeg shows
a remarkable mosaic of cultures and backgrounds. It
also demonstrates, year after year, the growth of our
community. Such diversity and growth are part of the
plan of Allah (SWT) for us and for Islam. How we respond
to them will depend on how true our Islamic character is.
Growth and diversity can cause us to gravitate towards
more closed and homogeneous ethnic and cultural
groups, or we can choose to forge together a sense of
common identity and purpose. What we do individually
as Muslims and collectively as an ummah will determine
the course of history of Islam in Manitoba.
It is our duty to be paragons of the dawah effort for Islam.
Let us make every effort to be exemplars for Islam as we
live and play in the larger mosaic of Canadian society.
Ramadan Mubarak to one and all!

Hadith
Abu Hurairah, radiyallahu ‘anhu, reported that the
Messenger of Allah, sallallahu ‘alayhi wasallam, said:
“Do not be envious of one another; do not artificially
inflate prices against one another; do not hate one
another; do not shun one another; and do not undercut
one another in business transactions; and be as fellow
brothers and servants of Allah.
A Muslim is the brother of a Muslim. He neither
oppresses him nor humiliates him nor looks down
upon him. Piety is here - and he pointed to his chest
three times. It is evil enough for a Muslim to hold his
Muslim brother in contempt. All things of a Muslim
are inviolable for another Muslim: his blood, his
property and his honour.”
(Reported in the book of Imam Muslim)
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Community
News
Births:
Br. Jeff Dufault and Sr. Aisha Awan were blessed with a
baby girl named Aliyah.

Weddings:
Br. Falaah Alshammari was married to Sr. Mashael Aljafary
on June 07, 2010.

Community Sunday tea gathering:
A weekly after zuhr, Sunday tea social gathering was
held at the Waverly mosque beginning mid-June. The
purpose of the meeting is to create a social avenue for
community members to meet and know one another.
The gathering was organized by Br. Daniel and his wife
Sr. Mariam.

Community
Profile
Interviewed By: Br. Usman Mohammed *

Br. Usman Mohammed was married to Sr. Ludmila Zamah
on July 31st, 2010.

Local Events
Camp Awakening:
For the second time Camp Awakening was held July 1
- July 5. This time the camp was different because the
brothers and sisters camps were combined and the
location was different. A total of seventy kids attended
the camp.

Community town hall meeting:
The newly elected MIA Executive Council held an open
community discussion on Friday, June 11 at Waverly
mosque at 8:00 pm. During the meeting community
members asked various questions and gave their
feedback and suggestions to the new executive.

Garage Sale:
A successful fundraising garage sale was held at WCM’s
parking area. There were many donated items for sale
that generated the interest of many in the area. The
money raised is going towards the September conference
in Winnipeg.

Hibo Farah is the 2010
recipient of the Tallman
Foundation scholarship
award. The scholarship is
worth $20,000 over four
years. Her story is one
of courage, hard work,
dedication to excellence
and an inspiration to
many new immigrant
youth residing in the
inner city. She is from a
single parent household
and through inspirational
support from her mom
and role model, she rose above many obstacles to pursue her
dreams and make them a reality. Her commitment to social
activism and promoting positive change in society at such
an early age played a crucial part in winning the award.
The following is an excerpt of our interview with Hibo Farah.
Q. What is your background and when did you move
to Canada?
A. I was born in Tanzania, my mother is from Somalia and
my father is Kenyan. We lived in Arusha until my family
moved to Canada in 1993. I was two years old when my
family moved here.

Q. Where do you attend school and what is your
major?
A. I am currently in grade 12 at Sisler High school. I will be
attending St. Boniface University when I graduate and will

continued on page 3
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major in Chemistry. I want to eventually become a medical
doctor in the future.

Q. How did you become eligible for the award?
A. I found out about the Tallman Foundation while
volunteering with 10,000 steps. I also participate in the
Student’s Council and I am the current Student President
at Sisler High School. These activities afforded me the
opportunity to work closely with school administration
where I met the right people who guided me towards this
goal. I really think that in addition to meeting the general
requirements for the award, it is also important to know the
right people to help prepare you adequately.

Q. What was your motivation?
A. I have always wanted to be involved and be active in
volunteering and promoting positive change wherever I
am. I was also inspired by the Barrack Obama’s Democratic
Party nomination and eventual victory in the United States
Presidential election in 2008. It strengthened my faith in the
fact that with a lot of hard work anything is possible.

Q. Now that you won the scholarship, what challenges
do you anticipate?
A. I think a major challenge will be improving my French,
as I will be attending a French University and taking all of
my courses in French. Another challenge will also be going
through my undergraduate studies without the company
and support of my friends who will be attending University
elsewhere. I think the biggest challenge of all will be the
pressure to succeed and do well.

Q. Who are some of your role models?
A. My main role model will be my mom. As a single
mom she stayed determined and persevered in the face of
adversity. Her courage inspires me. She always encouraged
me to work hard, keep my head up and never give up even
when things don’t appear to be working out. My other
role models outside my family are Barrack Obama, Oprah
Winfrey and Stephen Hawking, the Einstein of our time.

Q. What is your message to new immigrant youth?
A. My main message to new immigrant youth will be to
not lose their integrity. If you have a bit of belief and morals
in your family, don’t let them fade away because of peer
pressure. Keep strong and be yourself. I think that new
immigrant youth have a lot to be proud of and should not
forget many of the strengths and moral standards they
bring with them. Drawing on these strengths will make
it hard for them to be easily manipulated and give them
the independence to resist the pressure of trying to fit into
mainstream culture in a way that causes them to lose their
true identity.

Q. What about your message to the youth in general?

A. My message to the youth in general is to not back away
from opportunity. They should be active and volunteer in
various places so they can hone their social skills and develop
their character. They should strive to take advantage of these
opportunities even if they are intimidated or afraid.

Q. There is a general perception that the North End is
rough and not a good place to nurture solid potential.
What is your perspective on the North End?
A. Truthfully, I don’t see the North End as negative. I believe
that challenges make you stronger. I believe that a lack of
opportunity is a bigger challenge in the area. This is often
because of an information gap. Many of the youth in the
area don’t have access to vital information on places and
resources they can take advantage of. This is particularly
true with new immigrant families. For example, many new
immigrant youth are not aware of places like the NEEDS
centre, that offer volunteer opportunities, after school
programs, career counseling and employment services.

Q. What about schools in the area?
A. Contrary to opinions that the North End lacks good
schools, there are actually a number of very good schools
in the area, like Sisler, Calvin High and Saint John’s. These
schools are serious about discipline and expectations are
high. They are actually better than a number of schools in
more affluent neighborhoods that lack discipline and lower
expectations for their students.

Q. But what about concerns that schools in the area
do not have the resources to be able to offer higher
standards and good quality education?
A. I think the focus on resources and the assumption
that schools in wealthier neighborhoods are better can be
misleading. Many new immigrant families put their children
in these schools thinking they are better. However, some of
these schools in better neighborhoods have lax protocols as
teachers are afraid of disciplining the kids. For example,
immigrant families in the area prefer to send their kids
to schools like Maples Collegiate. However, the school
is not as serious about discipline and enforcing higher
standards in comparison to schools like Sisler, Calvin
High and St. John’s in the North End. I really think that
new immigrant families should put their kids in schools
where higher standards of discipline and expectation are
higher and seriously enforced.

Q. How do you feel about the Muslim community here
in Winnipeg, in terms of activities and ways they have
reached out to you?
A. I do not feel that the Muslim community has reached
out to me. I find that our community is ethnocentric with
people preferring to cluster around their respective ethnic
groups, rather than mixing and opening up as promoted
in the idea of being one Ummah. I feel it is hypocritical to
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be this way, and that is why many of us feel that we are
being pushed away because people are so judgmental and
not very welcoming of those outside their subgroups. I
also think that the Friday sermons are not regularly geared
towards addressing many of the current problems we face
in the community.

Q. In what ways do you think our community can be
better in reaching out to new immigrant youth?
A. I think our community can be better if we find ways
to break away from ethnic enclaves, open up and learn to
talk to other people. Building ethnic enclaves will literally
close you up to opportunities outside of that group. Also,
our community should post volunteer opportunities outside
the masjid. For instance, other religious communities post
volunteer opportunities on their bulletin boards, in places
like the Health Sciences Centre and encourage their youth
to participate in programs and opportunities outside their
community. I believe we should learn from them and not
stay in our own little hub.

* Br. Usman Muhammed is a member of the editorial board.

Articles
Notes towards an Analysis of the
MIA Crisis between February 6th
and June 6th, 2010
By: Br.Youcef Soufi *
I want to relate two stories. The first is about Islam; and the
second is about the West. While stories about Islam and the
West are well known to us, the stories I want to tell here are
somewhat new.
My stories will not end up labeling one group as depraved
and the other as godly or one group as backwards and the
other as progressive. Rather, explanation and elucidation
on a very particular matter is my goal: I want to use these
stories to encourage us to think about how what happened
to the MIA, between February 6th and June 6th, 2010, could
have happened at all. After all, I think that what struck many
of us was that what unfolded in the MIA simply does not
happen in other Manitoban institutions and organizations
outside of our Muslim community.
It is difficult, for example, for us to conceive that our
schools, hospitals, legislature, etc., could ever be controlled
for months by one individual who has no regard for their
official rules, has virtually no support among those who
have legal authority over the institutions, and engages time
and again in plain defamation, which is a criminal offense
under Canadian law. So while we might rejoice at the
founding of a new executive that is committed to upholding
the constitution, my hope is that what follows will serve as a
catalyst for sober reflection from our community as to how
to prevent this from reoccurring.
My two stories about Islam and the West seek to reveal two
different ways by which a society can gain stability and
order. I want to suggest that we as Muslims have inherited
a very different tradition than that of the West in this regard,
and that this has a significant impact on the management
and operations of our organizations today.
I could begin the story on Islam anywhere prior to the
modern era, but the point is more forceful if we start
earlier than later because it shows the pervasiveness in our
community of the trait I want to highlight. We find a famous
tradition about the Khalifa Ali (R): a man asks Ali, “Why
is there so much turmoil in your era and not in the time

continued on page 6
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of Umar and Abu Bakr.” The answer of Ali was quick and
blunt: “Because they ruled over people like me and I rule
over people like you.” In short, the Caliph was instructing
his followers that the state of a society depends upon the
moral integrity of its members.
For the Khalifa, it was because the companions were imbued
with moral qualities from the Prophet that their society was
not only stable but could forge an empire in a matter of a few
years. Otherwise stated, being good Muslims equals having
a good society. This is because good Muslims are imbued
with qualities like honesty, trustworthiness, obedience to
those in authority, and diligence, necessary for collective
striving towards a common goal. What is perhaps more
important is that when we examine the method through
which Muslims were and still are supposed to gain their
moral virtues, we find that it is done in two steps: first, there
is mutual exhortation among believers, hence the terms
tadhkir, maweezha , and naseeha, expressed in such settings
as the Friday sermon. Second, there is personal effort or
individual striving to adopt good habits or morals through
good actions, whether they be prayer or helping one’s
brother in need. In both steps, it is important to note that
the individual must recognize the truth of the Islamic moral
teachings and be committed to following them through. Our
heritage then, counts or depends on individual conscience

or on changing the hearts of Muslims to ensure that they do
the right thing.
The second story that I want to present begins to take shape
in the late 17th century Europe. This is a society that for
various reasons does not have much faith in human nature
or the human ability to reflect high virtues. The thinkers
of this society are turning their attentions not towards the
hearts of individuals that make up the sum of society but
are beginning to theorize about society as a system. Thinkers
such as the physiocrats in France and Adam Smith in Britain
were emblematic of this way of thinking. Their hope was
to organize society in such a way that human selfishness,
avarice, or deceitfulness would not harm society’s stability
and economic prosperity.
Like the method of instilling virtues in Islam, this was
historically done in two steps. The first was to organize an
economic system, which, despite having fixed and rigid
rules, nonetheless made it possible for men to seek out their
economic self-interest and amass the amount of wealth
which they desired. This is still today how we sometimes
speak of capitalism—as a system that is based on self-interest.
Bernard Mandeville famously characterized this situation
as making “private vices” into “public virtues.” The other
step was to ensure that those who broke the rules would be

continued on page 7
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denied their desires. This depended on various mechanisms
of surveillance and of punishment. Leadership started to
become increasingly divided, like the checks and balances
we know so well from the United States government. As for
the masses, they were increasingly subject to various state
institutions, like schools, the army, and hospitals, in which
rules were scrupulously applied and where they learnt
that disobeying rules would only end to their detriment.
Another way we could call these two methods is to say they
reflected a social system of “carrots and sticks”, i.e. rewards
and punishments.
By the early 19th century, Europe was undeniably becoming
more militarily capable than Muslim states. In response,
Muslim thinkers began to ponder about the reasons why.
Many, such as the Egyptian Rifa’ al Tahtawi and Khayr al
Din al Tunisi, located the problem specifically in our lack of
those social mechanisms in the West that I mentioned above.
They used the term “civilization” not in a moral sense, but to
designate this system that encouraged members of society
to work diligently and collectively for the state’s prosperity.
As a result they did not believe that Islam was at odds with
European mechanisms of civilization.
However, by the early 20th century, it became evident to
thinkers such as Rachid Ridda and Hassan al Bannah that
the effects of adopting the social mechanisms of Europe
could actually affect the individual virtues of Muslims in
a negative manner: thinking about the reasons that made

Europe stable and productive societies then gave way to
concerns about how to retain Islam in a world that had in
fact adopted many of the West’s institutions.
When we look to our community today we find the legacy
of the history of Islam that I have related. When people
seem apathetic to organizing activities for the community,
when leadership is remiss in its expected duties, and when
there is conflict between Muslims, our initial reaction is
exhortation—naseeha, maweezha, and tadhkir. Statements
like “brothers, we have to care about our community and
get involved,” or “leadership is a trust, we shouldn’t violate
it” or still, “as brothers and sisters, we have to be kind
and respectful to one another” abound. But establishing
mechanisms that reward good behaviour and monitor
abuse of power are virtually nonexistent. We have not, for
example, established official review boards to periodically
monitor the performance of the executive council of the MIA
or made use of salaries to motivate the most capable people
to fulfill positions within the MIA. While our community
would be a sad one if we abandoned the notion of mutual
exhortation towards being righteous, it is perhaps time we
think about the ways in which we can neutralize the darker
sides of human nature by creating mechanisms for the
monitoring, punishing, and rewarding of those in positions
of trust in our community.

* Br. Youcef Soufi is a PhD student in Religious Studies at
the University of Toronto.
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How to Agree to Disagree:
Restructuring Negative Thinking
this Ramadan
By: Br. Abdulrehman Yusuf Abdulrehman *
Most civilized societies pride themselves on their ability
to learn from the mistakes of previous societies. Even
within societies there are individuals who are determined
to pursue/achieve self-improvement. They strive to avoid
the mistakes made by not only those before them, but
those around them, to improve their present lives, and also
their futures. I remember, as a child in this community, the
youth watching community meetings deteriorate to petty
squabbles and at times, physical violence. To children at
that time, the flaws in the process of these meetings seem so
clear. Yet, interestingly, as adults we seem doomed to repeat
the same mistakes we had previously laughed at.
Although the source for disagreements may vary, a common
thread that runs through these conflicts is the inability to
agree to disagree. Many will argue the certainty of their
position, without being aware of the validity of another
perspective. Although once a primary contributor to our
growth as a global community, the coexistence of diverse
thought (even within Islamic perspectives) has become

difficult for many to withstand, each of us an island arguing
the validity of a sole/single point of view.
Islamic scholars denote a variety of issues that have
contributed to this phenomenon of disintegration of
unification in our communities. This ranges from addressing
the basics of adaab and Islamic etiquette in dealing with
conflict and disagreement, to our levels of imaan and how
that affects our ability to communicate well with each other.
Needless to say, the issue identified is that in order for us
to change a community, we need to start with a change in
ourselves.
From the study of psychology, we know that the way we think
can alter the way we see life, and hence how we behave. This
includes the ways in which we see each other, interpret the
behaviours of others, and the ways in which we respond to
them. The perspectives we hold in life are some of the most
influential predictors to our behaviours and our feelings.
Learning to handle conflict better, and to learn how to agree
to disagree, is dependent on us changing our perspectives
to something more functional. Psychologists have identified
numerous distortions in thinking that negatively influence
our mood, behaviour, and hence dealings with others.
Noted below are some of these distortions in thinking for
us to consider, which may assist us in positively changing

continued on page 11
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our perspectives, and hopefully allow us to better deal with
conflict.

highlights our need to be vigilant in our thoughts and ever
mindful of the distortions that can occur.

Emotional Reasoning: One of the most common distortions
in thinking is that of emotional reasoning. This occurs when
we use our feelings as a gauge on reality, when in fact, our
feelings are a reflection of our interpretation, rather than
the absolute truth. It is worse when we use these feelings
as a guide to making decisions. If our interpretations are
incorrect, the outcome can be disastrous.

The distortions outlined above are very common to mankind.
In fact, many of you will recognize that these concepts
mirror what we are taught in our faith, and that improving
these distortions, would in fact assist us in gaining patience
and increasing the quality of our personalities. The patience
derived from restructuring negative thoughts, allows us a
mindfulness that can assist us in tolerating disagreement
and better allow us to come to a resolution. After all, Allah is
with those who are patient.

Labelling: Labelling occurs when we make assumptions
about people, and label them with a title or quality we’ve
assumed about them. If we are quick to assume things
about a person or a situation, it leaves us less able to see
other things about them or the situation that are crucial to
the understanding of them. This also applies to labelling
ourselves. If we are set on labelling ourselves, we assume
we are doing everything to live up to that label, when in
fact, we may not be. Labelling can make us complacent in
the way in which we see ourselves and others.
All or Nothing Thinking: This occurs when we think of
people, situations, or anything for that matter, in absolute
terms, like “always”, “every” or “never”. Few aspects of
human behavior are so absolute. If we don’t leave room
to see the gray (versus black or white), we can often blind
ourselves to what may actually be happening.

Overgeneralization:
Similar
to
the
above,
overgeneralization occurs when we take isolated cases and
use them to make wide and sweeping generalizations.
Mental Filter: At times, we can filter out important pieces
of information about people or a situation. When we use
a mental filter, we focus exclusively on a negative and
upsetting detail of something or someone, ignoring many
other components, which may be very positive.

Jumping to Conclusions: This type of thinking occurs
when we assume a negative outcome, even when there is
little to no evidence to support it. There are two types of
this distortion.
(i) Mind Reading: when we assume to know the
intentions of others.
(ii) Fortune Telling: when we predict how things will
occur, before they even happen.
If we ignore the distortions in thinking noted above, our
faults in thinking can not only lead to conflict with others, but
also negatively affect our own personalities. Furthermore,
ignoring them can also lead to a false sense of validation of
negative beliefs. For example, a distortion in thinking can
influence the way in which we deal with others, and in turn
have them react negatively toward us, fulfilling our original
negative (and possibly incorrect) perception of them. This

* Br. Abdulrehman is a Psychologist and community member.

Private, Public or Islamic Schools?
By: Sr. Nussraat Masood *
Private school, public school or Islamic school? - that is the
question. For parents getting ready to send their kids to
school, here are some words of wisdom from Omair Hamid,
a former Winnipegger who did very well for himself masha
Allah. I contacted him via email and got these responses to
my questions.

Q. Which high school did you graduate from?
A. Shaftesbury High

Q. Was that a public school or a private school?
A. Public

Q. What is your current occupation?
A. IT security consultant

Q. How do you think your private/public education
helped you become accomplished?
A. I do not think there is much difference between public and
private schools... but on entering a top Canadian university,
I did notice that the students that were exceptional were
the ones that took on the heaviest course loads in high
school. These are the students who went through the IB
(International Baccalaureate) program, or did 4 or 5 AP
(Advance Placement) courses in their senior year. Both
these programs are available in both public and private
institutions. I suppose the resources available in a private
school may make accessibility to these programs easier.

Q. What kind of student is suited for public school?
A. Students who are self motivating and can get extra work
done will do fine in public school. As long as they don’t
measure themselves against the standards set by public
schools, which is far too low, or by the majority of their
peers, they will be fine.
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Q. What kind of student is suited for private school?
A. A student who requires constant pushing, or needs to
compare himself to others to be motivated to do more work
will find it more helpful to be in a private school because the
standards and quality of students will be slightly higher.

Q. What kind of student is suited for full time Islamic
school?
A. Full time Islamic schools are good for those students who
have a lack of Muslim friends. The best way to stay strong
in iman and deen is to surround yourself with encouraging,
like-minded people, which is the greatest benefit of Islamic
schools. If the parents can ensure that their children are
supplementing their school work with higher standards (AP
or IB or whatever), but are worried about the environment
and social circle of their kids, then Islamic school may be
the best option.

Q. Looking back, what advice would you give
students?
A. Marks are not everything. Do as much work in the
community as possible from an early age, even if it eats into
your study time. Learn to study more efficiently, so you
have more time to be an active member of your society. You
will be a better Muslim, make more friends, learn about the
world, be smarter, be better prepared for life.

Q. What advice would you give fellow parents with
regards to their child’s education?
A. Reward your children’s effort (and punish their laziness),
not their results.
Here are some rough guidelines to keep in mind. These are
my own opinions after having been raised in Winnipeg and
graduated from high school here as well:

1. Not all private schools are created equal. A good
private school will cost around ten thousand dollars per
year per child. That is a significant sum of money and
should not be wasted on a bad private school. If you have
the financial resources (masha Allah) to invest in your
child, then here are the schools to consider: St. Mary’s
Academy, Balmoral Hall, St. Paul’s College, St. John’s
Ravenscourt and the U of W Collegiate.

2. Not all public schools are created equal. When I
was young students were only welcome in the schools
in the area in which they lived. That is not the case
everywhere in Winnipeg. Students have the option of
going to many schools now. That may mean extra travel
time, car pooling, or even moving, but consider it. It
is worth it. Unfortunately there are many instances of
drugs, violence and teen pregnancies in schools. Make
sure your kid is going to schools with lower occurrences.
The province of Manitoba and the city of Winnipeg are

divided up into different school districts. There are good
schools in each school district but you will need to visit
the schools, talk to the principals, talk to the teachers
and make a very great and concentrated effort to decide
which school deserves the honour of educating your
child. Consult parents of students who were educated
in Winnipeg or Manitoba for further opinions. Pembina
Trails school division should be considered.

3. Every child is different. Every child has different
needs. Make sure your kid gets what he/she needs from
the school. If your child needs ESL programs (English as
a Second Language) make sure the school offers it and
has many qualified professionals so that your child is
getting as much attention as possible. Teacher to student
ratio is important. The better the ratio the better the
opportunities for your child. If your child needs sports,
make sure your school offers many different teams and
make sure the teams are actually good and win often
because that’s a sign they have good coaches. If your
child likes a particular subject (Physics, Math, English,
Art, etc.) make sure the teachers are qualified to teach
that subject. If your child has a gift for carpentry or
other trades, make sure those programs are available. All
teachers need a Bachelor of Education to teach but they
don’t need an undergraduate degree in the field they
are teaching. Try and find gifted teachers. This will be
difficult.

4. School can be horribly boring sometimes. There
is a lot of material to get through and if your teacher
doesn’t love and I do mean love teaching, then it will be
difficult for your child. The school system has in many
cases bleached the fun out of learning. For this reason,
you will need to supplement your child’s learning with
educational outings to spark their curiosity from time to
time. Malls, movie theatres and amusements parks are
okay but also consider going to the zoo, the planetarium,
the museum, the library, the bookstore, take art classes, go
camping, watch a live play, etc. Try and find job shadow
opportunities for your child as well.

5. Turn off the tv. A television is not ever meant to give
your child companionship. Your child certainly doesn’t
need a tv in their bedroom either. There should be a limit
to the amount of tv that is watched per week. Internet
usage should be supervised as well. Your kids will watch
what you do. If you would like your kids to read more,
then make sure you read to them when they’re kids. As
they age, consider discussing books together or getting
magazine subscriptions. If you need something to watch
together consider documentaries of fascinating things like
animals or volcanoes or whatever else is age appropriate
and interesting to your child.

6 Make your kids efficient learners. Keep them busy.
continued on page 14
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Date Cake
Ingredients:
Here are some tips to make sure that your diet remains
balanced and healthy during the blessed month of
Ramadan:
Proper hydration is essential - Drink as much water
as possible between iftar and suhoor so that your
body can adjust its fluid levels.
Don’t skip Suhur - While sleep may seem more
appealing than food in the early hours of the morning,
it is highly essential to eat breakfast. Breakfast is the
most important meal of the day. For years, research has
shown that breakfast provides the essential nutrients
and energy needed for concentration while keeping
hunger symptoms like headaches, fatigue, sleepiness
and restlessness at bay.
Eat a wide variety of foods - Now that our daily
intake is limited to two meals a day, it is important
to make sure that our meals include foods from all
the food groups. Our body needs at least 40 different
nutrients to ensure we maintain good health so we
should include grain products, fruits and vegetables,
meat, fish and poultry, milk, cheese and yoghurt and
fats and sugars (the latter two in small quantities
since they contain very little nutrition and are high
in calories).
Eat enough fiber-rich carbs - These foods provide
the body with energy. Examples of foods high in fiber
include brown rice, whole-grains, fresh fruit and raw
veggies. These are also slow digesting foods which
last up to 8 hours while fast-digesting foods last for
only 3 to 4 hours.

1/2 cup
1/4 cup
4
1 tsp
1 cup
1 tsp
1 tsp
1/2 tsp
1/2 cup
1/2 tsp
1 cup
1/2 cup

butter
sugar (or up to double amt.)
eggs
baking powder
unbleached white flour
cinnamon
nutmeg
ground cloves
milk
pure vanilla extract
pitted, chopped dates
chopped walnuts
fresh whipped cream

Directions:
Preheat the oven to 325°F. Cream together the butter and
sugar. Beat in the eggs. Combine the baking powder, flour,
cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves. Add the dry ingredients to the
egg mixture, beating well. Mix in the milk and vanilla. Beat
well. Add the chopped dates and walnuts and stir again to
distribute them evenly. Butter and flour a 9-inch cake pan.
Pour the batter into the pan. Bake for about 30 minutes, until a
knife inserted into the center comes out clean. Serve with fresh
whipped cream.

Prophet Muhammed (s.a.w.) said: “Whoever fasted
Ramadan out of belief in it and sincerely seeking the reward
from Allah, all his past wrong doings will be forgiven”.

Match the Prophet with the correct description
Prophet Lut

Allah punished this Prophet’s people by causing a severe drought, then sending a great cloud.

Prophet Shuaib The Prophet’s people refused to worship him unless he performed a miracle. So Allah caused a huge
rock to split and brought a she-camel out of it.
Prophet Hud

This Prophet’s entire city was destroyed after the people refused to repent for their sins. Today, the
town is beneath the Dead Sea in Palestine and nothing can live or grow there.

Prophet Salih

This Prophet was sent to the people of Midian. When they refused to accept Islam and fled the city, Allah sent a mighty blast that flattened all of Midian killing everyone and leaving them in a prostrating
position.
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Your kids should also be enriched spiritually. There are
youth halaqas (Islamic learning circles), camps, Quran
classes, etc. Your kids should be involved in the Muslim
community and it should be a part of their identity.
Consider enrolling them into activities like swimming
lessons, taekwondo, wall-climbing etc. as well.

7. Parental involvement is crucial. There is no substitute
for parental involvement. You need to know how your
child is doing in school and what he/she needs from you
to do better. If your child is finding school difficult, go to
a school counsellor together and address the issues.

8. University is a completely different environment.
Most University professors do not teach. Most University
professors do not know how to teach. They are researchers
that are forced to teach students to fulfill their contractual
obligations. For every one hour a student spends in lecture
hall a student needs to spend two hours of study on their
own. This is a huge adjustment. Consult the University
learning assistance center for more professional advice.

* Sr. Nussraat Masood is a member of the Editorial board.

Islam and Science (Allah’s Existence?)
What is the matter with you, that you are not
conscious of God’s Majesty? (71:13)
By: Br. Nazeer A. Khan*

The Limitation of Human Knowledge
Whenever theological discussion happens, we inevitably
fall into two camps: the evolutionists and the creationists.
Evolutionists naturally make reference to science to support
their point of view. This is natural since today’s sciences are
the limits of man’s current knowledge and understanding.
The issue that is troubling with this methodology is that
Islamic regulations are handed down from Allah (God)
and the rationale for these regulations may be beyond our

Solar System

present knowledge and
our present science. It is
mentioned in the Qur’an
(the final revelation of
God) that Allah is All
Knowing which means
that He has knowledge
of
which
man
is
unaware. Let’s discuss
one avenue of human
limitation.
Consider
Oxygen Atom
the solar system; it has
a center (the sun) which is the largest mass in the system
and around the sun, there were nine orbital planets, one
of which was Pluto. However, Pluto was then demoted to
the status of a comet on August 24, 2006. As is evident, our
knowledge changed and what was previously known to be
a fact is now no longer so. Let’s now compare the universe
to an oxygen atom. Both systems have a large dense center
and eight orbiting objects (planets and electrons).
We also know that molecules are a combination of atoms
that form a larger body or a different material. For example,
two hydrogen atoms (gas) form a bond with an oxygen atom
(gas) to create a liquid (water or H2O). This comparison
of the universe and the oxygen atom raises questions; is
our solar system a minor part of a much larger body? Is
it possible that our knowledge is limited and we cannot
comprehend that bigger picture? Based on such limitations,
would it not be irrational to even question the existence of
Allah? Nevertheless, it happens.

Using Theories to Disprove Allah’s Existence
The Big Bang Theory and Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
are the main arguments used against creationism or Allah’s
existence. To use theories in this way, an explanation of
the difference between theory and fact is needed. There
are several definitions of theory; however, the simplest
explanation is that, theories are not facts. Now, it is
necessary to define what a fact is. For something to be
considered as fact, it has to be subjected to the scientific
method. The scientific method consists of three main steps;
observation, theory and prediction (testing). As is evident
by the scientific method steps, theory is one step in that
process. Based on today’s scientific principles, the debate for
disproving Allah’s existence falls apart if it is based on the
Big Bang Theory. Firstly, the use of theories to disprove the
existence of Allah will only satisfy the weak of faith (iman).
The Big Bang Theory is based on the premise that, at some
point in the history of the universe; time, space (time-space
fabric) and matter were created from nothingness. Beyond
that instant in time, there are no theories or explanations
for the creation of the universe. Even with the support of
today’s science, it is easy to conclude that, this is a weak

continued on page 17
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argument. To imply that the universe was created from
nothing and to use this to deny Allah’s existence is a state
of denial. Without a plausible explanation for the creation
of the universe, Darwin’s Theory of Evolution loses its
importance simply because; before life could be created, the
universe had to have existed.

The Evolution of Science
It has to be realized that science is an evolving discipline/
process and will change with time. Some examples of bad
or evolving science are: during the dark ages, one method
of curing the sick was to slit their wrists and allow the bad
blood to bleed out. Another example of bad science is that,
the earth is the center of the universe, and another is that
smoking minimizes the risk of Alzheimer’s disease (the
victim dies by smoking related disease before they get the
Alzheimer) and let’s not forget, Pluto is no longer a planet.
With this type of scientific mishaps, it is entirely possible
that some modern theories will be subject to the same fate.

Islam and Knowledge
The Qur’an and Hadiths have provided truth, meaning and
knowledge throughout the ages and will continue to do so
until the end of time. As man’s knowledge grows (through
Allah’s guidance and science) the meaning of the Qur’an

becomes vivid. What was not known yesterday is now
known. This is partly because of the progression of science
but mostly because of a person’s degree of faith (iman). Islam
encourages the seeking of knowledge as demonstrated by
verses in the Qur’an such as; “[58:11] ...Allah will raise up to
(suitable) ranks (and degrees) those of you who believe and
who have been granted knowledge, [20:114] High above all
is Allah, the King, the Truth. Do not be in haste with the
Qur’an before its revelation to you is completed, but say,
“O my Sustainer! Increase my knowledge, [16:8] ...and He
creates other things beyond your knowledge...”.
Caution is required when comparing Islam with science,
simply because of man’s limited knowledge and the fact that
science itself is an evolving process/discipline. Presently,
there are convincing comparison of verses of the Qur’an
with science in regards to; the origin of the universe, origin
of life, expansion of the universe and the embryo. While
Islam encourages the seeking of knowledge, it would be
prudent to use the verses of the Qur’an to verify that science
is on the right track and not vice versa. Let’s consider, if
science were to be used to justify the verses of the Qur’an
today; would the Qur’an be incorrect when the science
changes tomorrow?

* Br. Nazeer A. Khan is in the faculty of Civil Engineering
Technology
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Reports

Ramadan Hampers/Food Pantry

Muslims in Manitoba School
Science Symposium
By: Sr. Raja
Each year hundreds of
students from schools
all across Manitoba
participate
in
the
Manitoba
Schools
Symposium.
The
students,
ranging
from Grades 4 to 12,
showcase their projects
at the University of Winnipeg in hopes of winning a
bronze, silver or gold medal, or better yet a special award.
The Manitoba Science Symposium is a three-day event with
the judging taking place on April 22 and 23, and public
viewing and the awards ceremony on the 25th.

This year there were 340 projects on display and over 35 of
those projects belonged to Muslim students. An increasing
variable in MSSS is number of Muslim participants. Each
year the number of Muslim winners is more significant, as
well as the number of Muslim female participants. Of the
35 who participated this year, over 20 won medals, special
awards and cash prizes. Twenty-four of the participants
represented the Alhijra Islamic School and the rest
representing various schools across Manitoba.
Among the Muslim participants was 14-year-old Dareen
El-Sayed from Acadia High School, whose project was on
Antibiotic Activity in Food Products. She won a total of
four awards including a gold medal, a plaque for having
the “Best Physical Individual Project”, Maple Leaf Awards
for Food Excellence, and over $300 in cash prizes. El-Sayed
said she felt “proud as a Muslim to represent Muslims in
a good way”. Other participants who won best in their
category were Zoha Muhammed, Fatima Jarkas and Iqra
Tariq.
The majority of the students participating from Alhijra
Islamic School won medals and special awards and
five students proceeded onto to the Youth Encouraging
Sustainability Project hosted at the Oak Hammock Marsh;
three of the projects took home a gold medal.
The Muslim community should be very proud of
our budding scientists and Insh’Allah the number of
participants and winners will only continue to grow.

Eid Mubarak to one and all.
This year, Ramadan hampers were put together and
distributed in a joint effort by the Canadian Muslim
Women’s Institute (CMWI) and the Al-Maghrib Institute.
Distributing Ramadan/Eid hampers is an annual effort
that allows Muslims to earn blessings/barakah from
Allaah SWT during this blessed month.
Donations of food and money were received from many
community members and food hampers for over 85
families were purchased during Ramadan. However, there
are many Muslim families who are in dire need of food
throughout the year. CMWI has over 80 families registered
who need your sadaqa on a monthly basis to be able to
feed them. Every month we have more families being
added to the list. CMWI’s pantry is desperately trying to
fill the gnawing hunger of our brothers and sisters, who
do not have enough to eat, nor the financial means to buy
enough food.
CMWI would be most grateful if the community would
consider making regular monthly donations of food or
money throughout the year so that the pantry never runs
out food as has happened so often in the past.
When we stand before Allaah SWT on the Day of Judgment,
will we be able to do so without fear/embarrassment when
Allaah asks us how we lived or lives and what we did to
assist our Muslim brothers and sisters? Donations can be
made to CMWI by calling 943-8539 or 489-3803. Those
providing donations of over $20 will receive a tax receipt.
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Canadian Muslim’s Women’s Institute
The Canadian Muslim’s Women’s Institute (CMWI) has
been helping the Winnipeg community since 2006. It was
shaped by the hard work and commitment of a number
of women and their families. This institution is fully
incorporated and registered as a non-profit organization.
CMWI is dedicated to the social, economic and spiritual
needs of Muslim women and their families and supports
Muslim women in Winnipeg and throughout Manitoba.
CMWI’s goal is to provide women with opportunities to
connect with the services and support they need in order
to lead healthy and productive lives. CMWI operates
many programs that help new immigrants and refugees
adjust to day-to-day Canadian life. We encourage the
Winnipeg community to give generously through
donations of time or money. Insha’Allah with your
support and involvement we can all earn blessings.

Volunteers Needed: Please contact Ahlam Jasim at (204)
943-8539

CMWI Board:

CMWI Staff:

Sr. Yasmin Ali, President

Sr. Ahlam Jasim,
Volunteer/Program
Coordinator

Sr. Alya Butt, Vice President
Sr. Zebbie Jabar, Treasurer
Sr. Rabia Amer, Secretary
Sr. Erum Tanvir,

Communications
Coordinator
Sr. Meharunisa Kinnarath,

Fundraising Coordinator
Sr. Najma Siddiqui,

Sr. Bushra Kaleem,
Office Administrator/
Sewing Coordinator

CMWI Office:
715 Ellice Ave
Phone: (204) 943-8539
Fax: (204) 943-6350

Special Events Coordinator

CMWI’s Current Programs
Halal Pantry

Home Visits

Referral Services

Sewing Training Program

Swimming Classes

Social Gatherings

Book Mates

Mom’s & Tot’s

Ramadan Hampers

Yoga Classes

English Conversation Support Group
The programs listed above require constant funding.
Please give generously. All donations go to helping
Muslim families in your community. Tax receipts
available for all donations.

CICC forms partnership with WCC
– membership drive launched
As the Muslim business community grows in numbers, and
in the level of success achieved by its members, there arises
a need to unify and network these businesses. The general
Chamber of Commerce movement has been around for
centuries and is designed to assist businesses. Three years
ago, The Canadian Islamic Chamber of Commerce (CICC)
was established to carry out this role for the Muslim
business community in Canada.
continued on page 19

Fresh and frozen beef, goat, lamb, chicken, fish
and natural exotic foods
of an astonishing variety are available

Our goal is quality and customer satisfaction. Try us and you will feel at home and brotherhood

Dear Seeker Of Truth,
I’d like you to take a moment and contemplate what
the Qur’an means to you. You’ve asked yourself this
question many times before, but let’s make today
different. Today is the day you are going to take a
cold, hard look at the facts. Look in the mirror. What is
it that you see? A person who has fallen short in their
commitment to the book of Allah? Or an ‘abd of Allah
who wants to seize the opportunity to come close to
the Words of his Creator?
Let me explain:
In Surah Al Imran, verse 103, Allah refers to the Qur’an
as His rope. Why? Simple. It is a miracle of miracles,
the link between the Creator and His servants, the
guide to our salvation and a healing for body, mind,
and soul.
“And hold firmly to the rope of Allah, and be not
divided, and remember His blessings upon you!”
[3: 103]

TIGHTEN YOUR GRIP ON THE
ROPE OF ALLAH
Spend 2 full weekends (October 1-3 & 9-10) with Dr. Reda Bedeir uncovering the ways in which the Qur’an
is the ultimate guide in our journey to the Hereafter. From the barakah of Surah Mulk to the descriptions of
the Last Day in Surah Qiyamah and Haaqah Tafseer Juz Tabarak is sure to be an eye-opening, heart-softening
experience.
This is your opportunity to:
• Be the servant of Allah you know you can be!
• Open your heart to the Words of your Creator....
• Finally, become a companion of the Qur’aan.

Verily this (Qur’an) is an admonition, so whosoever wills, let him take a Path to his Lord. [76:29]
CHOOSE THE PATH OF YOUR LORD
ENROLL TODAY - Seats are going fast !!!
For discounts/inquiries: winnipeg@almaghrib.org
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CICC has been busy laying down the infrastructure for a
sustainable and successful organization. 2010 has been a
very busy year so far. Here are some of the highlights.
Highlights of Recent Achievements and Events.
1) Winnipeg Chapter formed - In early 2010, the national
organization formed its first local chapter. Louay Alghoul,
a Winnipeg-based lawyer, took on his new role as the
first President of the Winnipeg Chapter of CICC. This
would allow local activities to operate smoothly while the
national organization focused on developing a national
model.
2) Partnership with Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce
(WCC) – On May 20, 2010, a press conference was held at the
Delta Hotel in Winnipeg to announce a formal partnership

between CICC-Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Chamber
of Commerce. This is a groundbreaking development
for the Chamber movement in Canada and will be used
as a model for cooperation between other ethnic-based
chambers and the greater Chamber movement locally and
nationally.
3) Welcome Mr. David Angus – Dave Angus, President
and CEO of the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce has
joined the CICC board of directors and will assist CICC in
its local and national growth strategy.
4) Membership Drive Launched – A membership drive
was launched in May 2010. New CICC members will
automatically receive membership to the Winnipeg
Chamber of Commerce and its many member benefits.
By uniting and working together, Muslim businesses will
gain the added advantage of focusing on matters relevant
to Muslim entrepreneurs. There are several membership
categories, including one for professionals, and interested
parties may contact Kathleen Mazur (Kathleen.mazur@
gmail.com 487-4334 or Art Alexander at the Winnipeg
Chamber).
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5) 2nd Annual Awards Gala - On June 19, 2010, CICC
held the Second Annual Muslim Business Awards Dinner
and Gala. This was the follow-up to the inaugural gala
held in 2009. There were about 150 attendees including
government representatives bringing greetings from the
municipal and provincial governments. Award recipients
were as follows:
Community Service Award – Ismael Mukhtar
Entrepreneur of the Year – Wajih Zeid Scholar of the
Year – Muhammad Alshareef
Lifetime Achievement – Dr. Mohamed ElMasry.
Louay Alghoul gave a summary of the CICC vision
and recent milestones. Mr. Dave Angus gave a dynamic
presentation on behalf of the Winnipeg Chamber and
the keynote speaker Imam Hamid Slimi from Toronto
delivered a very entertaining talk.
CICC is in a very exciting stage in its growth. We have
plans to initiate two other chapters in Canada by the end
of the year and will be launching some exciting member
activities for local members. We also have activities that
serve the greater Muslim community. We believe in giving
back and facilitating charitable giving. Please get involved
or become a member.

ARTISTIC AND
RESIDENTIAL PAINTING!!
Discount Available to Muslim Brothers!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Free Estimates!!
Islamic Art work
Over 20 Years of Professional Experience
Premium Paint Products
Safe Work Environment
Competitive Prices
All Work Guaranteed
Thorough Preparation and Clean-Up
Advice in selecting colours and finishes

! Preparing surfaces for a clean fresh look, no job is too big or too small!

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

FOR ALL YOUR HOUSE PAINTING NEEDS CONTACT
MOROCCAN MADE
More info visit: www.moroccanmade.com
Phone: (204) 299-3604 OR (204) 388-5290
Email: moroccanmade@yahoo.ca

Interview: ACU on mortgage
Interviewed by: Br. Usman Mohammed *
Interview with Priscilla Boucher,
Vice President, Corporate Social
Responsibility, Assiniboine Credit
Union.
On May 6th, 2010, Assiniboine
Credit Union (ACU) became the first
bank in Winnipeg to offer Islamic
mortgages. It marked the culmination to almost half a
decade of consultation and planning with the Manitoba
Islamic Association (MIA) along with an advisory board
set up by the bank in consultation with the MIA to work
out the framework for an Islamic mortgage within ACU’s
and the Canadian banking system. Islamic mortgage
services will be offered exclusively at the ACU’s branch
located at 2659 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The following is an excerpt from a brief interview with
Priscilla Boucher from ACU.
Q. What are Credit Unions and can you provide us with
a sense of their history and development within the
Canadian banking system?
A. Credit Unions are financial corporations owned by its
members and exist primarily to serve members and the
community. They emerged out of a need to provide financial
services to under-served members of the community
who are often cut off from the services provided by
mainstream banks as a result of their geographic location,
lower income and poorer neighborhoods. These members
of the community often have special needs that are not
accommodated by larger banks for the aforementioned
reasons. In a sense, Credit Unions are a cooperative set up
by its members to provide financial services to them and
their communities.
Q. How are Credit Unions different from larger banks
like RBC, BMO and TD?
A. Unlike larger banks, Credit Unions are smaller, more
localized and not nationwide. Also unlike larger banks
which are owned by shareholders, Credit Unions are
owned by members, who are also shareholders. The
owners also elect the Board of Directors and all have one
vote. In that way, Credit Unions have a more democratic
structure in comparison to larger conventional banks.
Q. How do Credit Unions stay competitive in a banking
system dominated by larger banks with more resources
and branches nationwide?
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A. In other to stay competitive, over time, Credit Unions
go through mergers to be able to have the technologies
required to be competitive with bigger banks. For
instance, Assiniboine Credit Union merged with Astra,
Vantis and Buffalo Credit Unions. An indication of this
trend is seen right across Canada as the number of Credit
Unions decrease while their assets and members are on
the increase.
Q. Take us through Assiniboine Credit Union’s journey
into Islamic mortgage?
A. In 2005, we were approached by the MIA to develop
Islamic financing for its growing Muslim community.
We conducted a survey in the Muslim community
involving about 500 members to explore the crucial issues
pertaining to the need and provision of this service. The
overwhelming majority showed great interest in financial
services that were Shariah compliant, particularly with
regard to financing their mortgages. Shortly thereafter,
we had a financial services meeting and decided to hire
a consultant from Toronto to develop a business case for
the project. Understanding the features of the framework
took time, and we also had to find ways to address various
constraints imposed by the regulatory environment
and our own banking system. Finally a framework was
developed in consultation with an advisory board, before
it was passed on the Fiqh Council for approval.
Q. Why did ACU undertake this venture after it was
approached by the MIA? You could have politely
declined the MIA’s request as none of the major banks
in the city provide that service.
A. Our decision to provide this service for the Muslim
community in Winnipeg underscores ACU’s commitment
to providing financial services to under-served
members of the community. Credit Unions
were created to address the special needs of
communities that require services that are either
not provided by larger banks or cannot be easily
accessed. It has always been a core principle of
ACU to provide service to its members and the
various communities its members are drawn
from.
Q. Where can Muslims in the city get this
service?
A. Currently, Islamic mortgage is only available
at our branch located on 2659 Pembina
Highway. This is the only branch that has
Islamic mortgage specialists due to resource
constraints. It will be a pilot project until May
2011, so as to give us the opportunity to learn
more about this service and find ways to

improve on it over time.
Q. What other financial products is the bank looking at
exploring in the future for the Muslim community in
Winnipeg?
A. We are currently doing some research on Shariah
compliant financial products for the Muslim community.
As you know, a lot of effort has gone into providing an
Islamic mortgage product, so we still have a lot to learn
in that regard. Future products will be geared towards
addressing financial services on the deposit side.
Q. You are Vice President of Corporate Social
Responsibility, what does it mean?
A. Corporate Social Responsibility for the social, economic
and environmental impacts of its business and look for
ways to benefit the community. Its core goals include
fostering sustainable communities, reduce environmental
footprint, supporting leaders in the community and
providing support for members who want to be
environmentally active. For example, we assist members
who want to green their homes in various ways. We also
provide support to community organizations like the West
Broadway Development Corporation and the Spence
Neighborhood Association.
Q. What are some of the initiatives you have undertaken
in this regard?
A. Some of the more specific initiatives include those taken
in support of impoverished inner city neighborhoods
that have traditionally been neglected. For instance our
Community Financial Services initiative in the North
End of the city is looking at providing financial services
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to an area that has traditionally been under-served. We
are looking at opening a branch in that part of the city
and provide vital financial services to that community
in the very near future. Also we have our Asset Building
Program, geared towards capacity building for members
of the community, particularly in impoverished inner city
neighborhoods where we match their savings with funds
to enable them to acquire assets and become empowered
in various ways. We also provide support for businesses
with a social and environmental purpose, also called Social
Enterprises along with other socially and environmentally
responsible initiatives.
Q. How practical is it to be socially and environmentally
responsible in the highly competitive environment you
are in and still make a profit to keep you viable?
A. Businesses need to make profit; however, making
money is not the most important goal. We want to
attract people who want to work and stay here. We have
found that a lot of people care about being socially and
environmentally responsible and want to be part of
organizations that provide good governance and socially
responsible investments. We have found ways to use
our core skills and expertise as a financial institution to
address these needs while staying competitive and viable.

In the end, it is not necessarily a matter of big versus small,
but how you are organized, what your purpose is and
how you pursue or undertake your business that counts.
Being socially and environmentally responsible ultimately
guarantees success as it fosters sustainable communities
and businesses.
Q. Many businesses have been known to declare that
they are good corporate citizens, but only pay lip service
to the principles of Corporate Social Responsibility.
How do you ensure that you are different?
A. For Corporate Social Responsibility to be effective, you
need to walk the talk, by demonstrating your commitment
to its principles. Through our board and governing policy,
we have an oversight mechanism in place that we are
constantly striving to improve. Although, we do not have
Corporate Social Responsibility as an overarching policy,
we have a community investment as well as an employment
policy that are built around these principles. We provide
transparency, accountability and external mechanism for
them by reporting our performance in our annual report.
Also through our related parties’ transaction, we ensure
that there are no special benefits to people because of
who they are. It is clearly an area that requires constant
work, and through effective monitoring and evaluation

Muscle or Joint Pain?
We Are Here To Help!
• Free Consultation
• Same Day Appointments
• Gentle Pain Relief Techniques
• Direct Billing to Private Insurance
• MPI and WCB Claims Accepted
• Partial Coverage by Manitoba
Health (First 12 Visits)

388 Portage Ave
,

Located in the
Boyd Medical Complex

www.fazchiro.com

415-1477

Wishing you all Eid Mubarak from

insha'Allah we will be open on this joyous day to celebrate
Eid al-Fitr with you and your family. We have a wide range of
HALAL selections on our Buffet or A la carte.
Please call 204-255-2973 for further inquiries.
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Business Directory
Chiropractors
Central Chiropractic ................................................... 943-7200
Faz Chiropractic .......................................................... 415-1477
Cleaning Services
Amaa Express Cleaning ............................................. 981-6881
Clothing
Denise’s Clothing & Accessories............................... 219-3027

of the processes implemented towards those ends, we are
able to stay true to the core principles of Corporate Social
Responsibility.
*Br. Br. Usman Mohammed is a member of the editorial
board.

Opinions and views expressed in this newsletter are the sole
responsibility of their authors.

Doctors
Main Street Medical Centre ....................................... 589-2244
Driver Training
Maple Leaf Driving ..................................................... 998-6500
Educational
Al-Maghrib.....................................................1-888-Almaghrib
Ethnic Grocery Stores
Grocery Bazar .............................................................. 219-4711
Halal Meat Centre and Specialty Food .................... 774-8095
Makka Halal Meat and Grocery................................ 783-2990
Meghna Grocery .......................................................... 261-4222
Herat Market................................................................ 415-5979
Lawyers
Ahmad Law Office ...................................................... 415-6133
Louay R. Alghoul Law Corporation........................ 784-8362
Others
Dynamic Cellular ........................................................ 415-7444
King Cleaners .............................................................. 254-3355
Marykay (Firdaus Timyati) ........................................ 299-0726
Zubaida Talal Foundation.......................................... 223-6789
Pharmacy
Al-Shifa Pharmacy ...................................................... 772-5555

got the urge
to shop?
Just visit my Mary Kay® personal website anytime.
Find a great gift. Get a new lipstick. See the latest
looks. It’s quick. Easy. And it’s available 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. So check out my beautiful
website at your convenience.

Firdaus Timyati
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.ca/ftimyati
(204) 299 0726

Pizza / Restaurants
City Pizza ..................................................................... 779-3408
Giant Pizza ................................................................... 783-2255
Rasoi The Kitchen ....................................................... 786-1544
Shawarma Time ........................................................... 774-2109
Water Lily East Indian Restaurant ............................ 255-2973
Real Estate
Ajmal Khan (Centry 21) ............................................. 230-8552
Ali Charmand (Sutton Realty) .................................. 798-2298
Keith Tod (Re/Max) .................................................... 228-4377
Renovations / Constructions
Best Quality Painting Ltd.
Decorative Painting .................................................... 299-3604
Otmane Home Renovations ...................................... 990-5899

Sports
Skylight Indoor Soccer Complex .............................. 943-3555

Travel Agents
Sunrise Tours and Travel Services ............................ 779-6099

Vehicle Repair Shop
Iqra Motors................................................................... 219-5936

Advertisement Rates
Ad Placement

Yearly
Ad-hoc
Commitment
Ads

Back Cover

$400

$450

Back - 2nd Last Page

$200

$250

Back - 3rd Last Page

$200

$250

After Cover - 1st Page

$200

$250

After Cover - 2nd Page

$200

$250

Inside Full Page

$150

$200

Inside 1/2 Page

$75

$100

Inside 1/4 Page

$50

$75
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